Introduction

‘‘The needle and the sword cannot be manipulated by the same hands.
If I were sovereign, I would permit sewing and the needle trades only
to women and to cripples reduced to occupying themselves like them.’’
Writing Emile in 1762, Jean-Jacques Rousseau dismissed the centuries-old
male trade of tailoring, recasting needlework as an essentially feminine
activity. An emasculating occupation for men, needlework was a natural
and appropriate vocation for women. For Rousseau, women’s aﬃnity to
the needle stemmed from their innate love of clothing and ﬁnery, itself a
product of their biological need to seduce men in order to produce children. As a toddler, his ﬁctional character Sophie was drawn to needlework
as a means to decorate her doll, a stand-in for the grown woman she would
become. The pen and the sword held scant interest for her, being futile to
her reproductive needs. Rousseau thus pitied the Italians their sad streets
and shops, where gross male hands traded in delicate fabrics and lace. Each
sex, he declared, should wield only the tools appropriate to it.1
What Rousseau did not acknowledge was that women’s capacity to
work in the needle trades was not a universally enshrined aspect of French
life. For centuries, male tailors’ guilds enjoyed a monopoly over the fabrication of custom-made clothing in French towns and cities. Women
breached this preserve for the ﬁrst time in 1652 when the tailors’ guild of
Aix-en-Provence started accepting female members, and more decisively
in 1675 when seamstresses in Paris and Rouen acquired independent, exclusively female guilds. After this date, seamstresses in numerous cities across
France entered tailors’ guilds as subordinate members. Until they joined
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the guild system—and in the many cities where they did not—women
were legally forbidden from making and selling clothing, despite the proclamations of social commentators such as Rousseau. This book is about
the seamstresses of late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century France, and
the process by which their trade became both a major actor in the urban
economy and a quintessentially feminine occupation.
The French word for seamstress is couturière, often translated as ‘‘dressmaker’’ or ‘‘milliner.’’ These choices are misleading, because the word was
derived from the fact that they were women who sewed for a living, not
from the speciﬁc articles of clothing they made. Couturière comes from
coudre, to sew, while the French tailleur, or tailor, derives from tailler, to
cut.2 Given the risks involved, cutting was considered the most diﬃcult
and most noble element of the garment trades. One could easily remove
and restitch a faulty seam, but an error in cutting might ruin an entire
piece of valuable cloth. The statutes of the thirteenth-century Parisian tailors’ guild reserved cutting cloth for established masters, leaving sewing
to subordinate workers called valets cousturiers.3 The origins of their trade
appellations thus reﬂect disparities in privilege and reputation between
tailors and seamstresses, which persisted throughout the Old Regime.
The male form of cousturier appeared occasionally during the sixteenth
century, but it faded from usage by the end of the next century.4 In 1680,
Richelet’s Dictionnaire françois deﬁned the word as a provincial term for tailor: ‘‘This word means Tailor. It is said in some Provinces, but in Paris one
does not make use of it.’’ 5 By 1694, the dictionary of the Académie française
was succinct: ‘‘Whose trade is sewing . . . It is hardly used anymore.’’ 6 The
couturier did not reemerge until the end of the nineteenth century, when
the predominance of mechanized mass production accorded new glamor
to the bespoke trade. In this period, the couturier lost his medieval humility
to become the creative genius of fashion, the driving force behind the
luxury and prestige of custom-made clothing. In late-twentieth-century
France, a couturière is a modest female artisan who performs mending and
alterations for a neighborhood clientele, while the couturier is a worldfamous artist and businessman.
As the male form of the word declined in the seventeenth century,
the female version gained ground. The female term had come into use in
medieval times to describe a woman who sewed, either professionally or
for private purposes.7 With the growth of women’s participation in the
trade and their attainment of guild privileges in 1675, couturière acquired
stricter professional and gender connotations. In 1680, Richelet deﬁned
[2]
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the term as ‘‘she who earns her living sewing linen or cloth.’’ 8 By 1694,
the Académie française had arrived at the conclusion that a couturière was
deﬁned not only by her own sex, but by the sex of her clients: ‘‘Who
works in sewing, either linen, or dresses . . . who makes women’s and children’s dresses.’’ 9 By the mid-eighteenth century, the notion of corporate
privilege was intrinsically associated with the term. The Encyclopédie thus
opened its deﬁnition of couturière in 1754 with ‘‘woman authorized to work
in diﬀerent garments, as a member of a guild established in 1675.’’ 10
These deﬁnitions reﬂected a sexual division of labor within the garment trades, which was enshrined by the seamstresses’ guild statutes. When
they entered guilds, seamstresses in Aix-en-Provence, Paris, and Rouen
acquired the right to make articles of clothing for women and children,
but not for men or boys over age eight. This sexual division of labor reappeared in every French town or city where seamstresses joined guilds.
The eighteenth-century couturière thus emerged from the intersection of
three distinct forces: ﬁrst, from cultural conceptions of femininity that
cast needlework as an appropriate female trade and encouraged women
to work for clients of their own sex; second, from a practical sexual division of labor in the garment trades that intensiﬁed over the seventeenth
century; and, ﬁnally, from the legal and institutional reiﬁcation of this
situation with the creation of the seamstresses’ guild in 1675. Drawing on
these origins, seamstresses played a crucial role in the economic, social, and
cultural production of eighteenth-century France, creating goods, social
relations, and cultural meaning.
Within their trade limitations, the seamstresses’ empire ranged from
mending to modes. Seamstresses performed simple darning and alterations,
raising hems and patching petticoats for women of the middling and lower
orders. They also made ﬁne dresses of delicate silk or plush velvet for members of the royal family and the court aristocracy. In twelve-hour workdays
in ateliers scattered across the urban landscape, they fabricated garments
for prominent noblewomen, rich bourgeois ladies, and masters’ wives, garments that later circulated down to the humblest washerwoman or street
hawker through networks of gift giving, resale, and theft. Seamstresses
stood at one end of a complex process of production and distribution,
which started with the importation of cloth or its domestic manufacture,
passed through the hands of Parisian wholesale and retail merchants, and
drew on the services and products of an array of ancillary trades, including
merchant mercers, linen-drapers, ribbonmakers and lacemakers, fashion
merchants, embroiderers, and peddlers of pins and needles.
introduction
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Individual seamstresses were usually modest artisans, operating out of
their own households with a handful of workers at most. Together, they
formed a vast and highly eﬀective labor force. Once they had acquired legal
standing, they quickly became one of the largest skilled crafts in France,
numbering up to ten thousand women and girls in Paris by the end of
the eighteenth century. Mistress seamstresses were major employers in a
huge, specialized labor market. They oﬀered jobs to thousands of working
women, allowing them to accumulate a dowry or support their families.
Across the century, the trade oﬀered strong stimulus to French economic
development, encouraging the growth of cloth production, the expansion and diversiﬁcation of the garment trades, and the ﬂourishing of the
accessory trades on which they depended.
With the dresses, corsets, and hoopskirts they made, seamstresses helped
produce, reproduce, and ultimately change the gender ideologies of their
society. These articles of clothing were highly visible markers of femininity, serving to transform their clients from a state of imperfect nature,
with all its bulges, boniness, and wrinkles, to a culturally sanctioned feminine appearance comprised of molded breasts, tightly restrained waists,
and copious skirts. By highlighting a bustline or skillfully concealing a
ﬂawed ﬁgure, the seamstress endowed her client with the seductive charms
recognized by French men and women as a form of particularly female
power. Within their own social world, seamstresses transmitted to their
workers and apprentices the professional and cultural skills they acquired
through work. With hundreds of new apprentices in Paris and the provinces each year, Old Regime seamstresses trained generations of girls not
only to be skilled needleworkers but to be French women. They taught
teenage girls the female comportment, self-restraint, delicacy, and taste
they learned from their elite clients, thereby helping to convey the civilizing process from the nobility to the working women of Paris. For both
client and apprentice, therefore, the mistress seamstress provided one of
the most important rites of passage from rough nature to civilized culture.
These diﬀerent aspects of their trade—size, institutional organization,
economic weight, and the ‘‘gendered’’ deﬁnition of their work—place the
seamstresses at the heart of a range of issues important to historians of early
modern Europe. One of these issues is the ongoing reappraisal of the guild
system and its place in Old Regime economy and society. French guilds
dated from the early Middle Ages at least, and they persisted until their
abolition in 1791 under the French Revolution. They were called communautés or corps de métier in the Old Regime and have been known since the
[4]
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nineteenth century as ‘‘corporations,’’ a word I will use interchangeably
with ‘‘guild’’ throughout this book.11 Corporations were formal, tradebased associations, whose members drafted regulations for their craft or
commerce and set criteria for admission. Royally approved statutes enshrined the guild’s collective legal personality as well as its monopoly
over a carefully deﬁned economic or commercial sector. Artisans who belonged to guilds held the status of master or, more rarely, mistress. Masters’
workers and apprentices were not guild members, although they participated in the aura of corporate prestige and honor to a certain extent.
Guilds received surprisingly little attention from the proponents of
the new labor and social history of the 1960s and 1970s. One reason for
their reticence was the consensus that had congealed—in a line from Turgot to contemporary economic liberals—that the guilds were antimodern
and antieconomic institutions. Accepting this assumption, many historians dismissed Old Regime corporations as backward, exclusionary, and resistant to new technology. As doomed relics of medieval society, guilds
held little attraction for historians more interested in the progressive narratives of industrial and political revolution. Moreover, the fascination the
guilds exercised over late-nineteenth-century Social Catholics and protofascist economists of the 1930s oﬀered further proof of their essentially
pathological character. The self-declared ‘‘corporate’’ nature of the Vichy
regime ﬁnally cast them beyond the pale of historical research during the
postwar period.12
In the last ﬁfteen years, however, scholars have returned to the guilds,
seeking to understand their functions and signiﬁcance in a manner unburdened by the teleology of the Revolution and subsequent corporatist
revivals.13 Their reassessment of the guilds has vividly demonstrated the
close relationship between the regulation of work and wider systems of
social classiﬁcation and control, and the depth of knowledge that a study
of work can oﬀer about the society and culture in which it is performed. As
this scholarship has shown, guilds were numerically inferior in the world
of work, yet they organized and oversaw many forms of urban production and commerce, including rich luxury trades involved in national and
international distribution networks. They provided training for generations of French youths, overseeing the transmission of practical skills and
imparting social values of self-discipline, respect, and hard work. Guild
masters delivered ﬁnished products to meet the myriad needs and desires
of city dwellers, they supervised jostling urban labor markets, and they
provided an anchor amidst the ﬂoating working population of large cities.
introduction
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Corporations did not operate solely in narrow economic domains, but
were an essential part of the fabric of municipal life. Guild leaders engaged in a constant process of negotiation with royal oﬃcials regarding
the imposition of taxes, production rights, and corporate ﬁnancial administration. Along with other corps, they formed a link in the chain of
credit that supplied the crown with a substantial portion of its income.
When royal ﬁnancial credibility waned in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, ministers passed the burden to corporate institutions,
whose members acquired loans based in part on their collective credentials. This service in turn provided the trade corps with a form of moral
obligation over the king, giving them leverage to extract protection, sympathetic arbitration, and indirect ﬁnancial recompense for their expenditures.14 Individual corporations were more or less equipped to succeed in
these negotiations, depending on their privileges and prestige, their economic force, their leaders’ savvy, and their lawyers’ skill. We know less
about the ways guilds cooperated and competed with the multitude of
nongovernmental institutions that shared an intense interest in urban social order. Parish foundations sponsored orphaned children’s apprenticeship, hospitals oﬀered forms of vocational training and sometimes mastership for the poor, and some convents or monastic orders allowed artisans to
sell goods freely on their territory. The role of these institutions in urban
networks of craftsmanship and commerce remains to be elucidated.
If recent studies have clariﬁed the crucial place of guilds in urban communities, they have also emphasized the distance between the daily lives
of individual guilds and the corporate vision of a harmonious order of
mutual solidarity and social integration. Trade corporations were characterized by a high degree of internal strife, between the elite and the rank
and ﬁle and among factions of masters divided by wealth, specialization, or
family ties. Guild masters continually transgressed the legal and ideological barriers that ostensibly separated them from the outside world, maintaining complex relations with competing corporations, illegal workers,
and inhabitants of suburban areas free from guild control. Steven Kaplan’s
work on the faubourg Saint-Antoine emphasizes the wide-ranging economic ties between Parisian masters and the inhabitants of that unincorporated suburb. Michael Sonenscher has characterized preindustrial systems of production and distribution as a ‘‘bazaar economy,’’ far from the
highly regimented and segmented template envisioned in guild statutes.15
One issue on which scholars have not always agreed has been the social
and cultural aspects of corporate organization. Steven Kaplan has argued
[6]
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that the guilds’ social signiﬁcance preceded and surpassed their economic
functions. According to Kaplan, guild membership conveyed a ﬁxed and
privileged status within the Third Estate. A guild master’s place in the
social taxonomy was as important as his economic or commercial privileges.16 Others have found that relations between master and guild included as much cynicism, opposition, and strategic self-interest as they
did loyalty and self-identiﬁcation. Michael Sonenscher has thus drawn the
counterportrait of a guild system characterized by high rates of failure
among apprentices, an extremely mobile and transient labor force, and
widespread recourse to the law to settle endemic conﬂicts between masters and journeymen. In a study of guilds in eighteenth-century Turin,
Simona Cerutti argued that membership in the tailors’ guild fulﬁlled economic and familial strategies that had almost nothing to do with the trade
of tailoring itself.17
It is no doubt true, as Cerutti and Sonenscher insist, that guild membership did not convey a simple or singular identity on these privileged
artisans. The memoirs of the Parisian glazier Jacques-Louis Ménétra oﬀer
vivid testimony to the antipathy and indiﬀerence ordinary masters might
feel toward overbearing corporate elites.18 It would be a mistake, however,
to reduce the social and cultural weight of guild membership to mere selfinterest or to dismiss guilds as hollow institutions. Masters and mistresses
of Old Regime corporations consistently identiﬁed themselves as such to
notaries, policemen, judges, and other interlocutors. Their status carried
economic force, enabling them to operate in specialized labor and product markets, to train apprentices, and to participate fully in their sphere of
trade. While people argued about the respect due to members of diﬀerent
corps, it is clear that guild membership was also an important source of
honor in the urban context. Masters’ and mistresses’ conception of their
place in the city, of their rights and duties, and of their relationship to
other social actors and institutions were fundamentally aﬀected by guild
membership.
This complicated interaction of institutions, individuals, and external
forces deﬁes any singular or linear chronology. The corporate system did
not follow a simple downward path from the High Middle Ages to the
Revolution, but rather a series of diﬀerent trajectories that waxed and
waned over time. Guilds varied a great deal from trade to trade, from city
to city, and from region to region. They endured waves of adhesion or
alienation among their members, caused by economic conjunctures, royal
legislation, internal politics, wars, and a host of other conditions. There is
introduction
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no way to predict the accessibility of a particular guild, the eﬃcacy of its
regulations, or the loyalty of its members, certainly not by its place on a
teleological path of downward degeneration. In these shifting tides, one
event nonetheless stands out sharply. Turgot’s abolition of the guilds in
1776, and their reestablishment shortly thereafter, marked a crucial moment of rupture. These events profoundly changed and destabilized the
corporate system in ways that historians are only beginning to understand.
A ﬁnal aspect of the reassessment of the guilds has been a new interest
in women’s place in the corporate sphere. Historians such as Daryl Hafter, Cynthia Truant, Judith Coﬃn, and Carol Loats have drawn attention
to the possibilities available to women in corporate life, either as wives of
male masters, as apprentices, or as members of a small number of independent female guilds. This literature has successfully challenged the neglect of women and gender in revisionist studies of the guilds, emphasizing
the social and legal advantages women acquired through guild membership.19 As these historians have pointed out, guildswomen gained the right
to conduct independent businesses and defend their trade prerogatives in
court. They also held exceptional prominence among women by sponsoring public guild ceremonies and negotiating with royal and municipal
oﬃcials.20
Building on previous studies, this study is on one level a close examination of the vicissitudes of an individual guild. It is the ﬁrst to scrutinize a women’s corporation and to analyze its organization and function
both synchronically and across time. It investigates the process by which
a women’s corporate body came into being and the means by which it
governed and reproduced itself, and it examines the relationship between
the corporation, the royal government, and other urban institutions. The
female nature of the guild oﬀers both advantages and disadvantages for a
study of eighteenth-century corporatism. The Parisian seamstresses were
clearly exceptional. One of only four women’s guilds in the city, their
experiences diﬀered to a signiﬁcant extent from those of their male colleagues.21 Moreover, their trade prerogatives were explicitly deﬁned by
gender, a fact that placed them in a unique position among Parisian guilds.
Nevertheless, the distinctive nature of this corporation is also helpful for
a general understanding of the system, highlighting the underlying elements deemed essential regardless of gender as well as the variables that
could and did change with the introduction of women. The comparative
aspect of gender history thus reveals as much about the ‘‘normal’’ case as
it does about the ‘‘exceptional.’’ In order to bolster this comparative ap[8]
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proach, throughout this book I have used the tailors as a foil for the seamstresses.
Apart from asking general questions about corporate organization, in
this book I investigate the eﬀects of gender on this female trade and the
possible relationship between women and guilds. Approaching the guild
system from the perspective of women and gender, I examine the place
envisaged for women in the corporate world, on the part of royal and municipal governments, male guild members, and female artisans themselves.
Could a woman be a master? Or, in other words, what kind of master was
a mistress? Under what circumstances was the creation of a woman’s guild
seen to be possible? What inspired women, at diﬀerent periods in diﬀerent
cities, to demand incorporation, and why did the oﬃcial responses vary
over time and space? Finally, how did women’s new guild privileges intersect with existing ones that women held as members of guild families or
other corporate groups?
By placing women at the center of the analysis, I draw heavily on
previous scholarship in women’s and gender history. Previous work in
female labor history by Natalie Zemon Davis, Olwen Hufton, Louise Tilly,
Joan Scott, Tessie Liu, and Gay Gullickson documented the wide range of
women’s economic activities in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The notion of the ‘‘family economy’’ described in their studies provides a
crucial starting point for understanding women’s role in the early modern
economy. As argued by these scholars, women’s—and men’s—work took
place within the context of family orientations and strategies, rather than
as a solitary activity performed to meet individual needs or aspirations.
Women’s decisions about work and career were thus fundamentally shaped
by the demands of male family members. While this book oﬀers new perspectives on women’s work and the family economy, it would have been
impossible without the foundations established by earlier historians.22
The concept of ‘‘gender’’ as developed by feminist theorists and historians has also been central to my research and writing. In this volume I
use gender to refer to culturally and socially constructed notions of the
characteristics associated with sexual diﬀerence. My deﬁnition assumes
that conﬂicts, disagreements, and misunderstandings regarding these characteristics and appropriate male and female behavior coexist within any
given culture. Subject to change over time, gender ideologies are by nature
unstable, contradictory, and in a constant process of negotiation. Their
contents do not change at a uniform pace but unevenly, with certain elements undergoing rapid transformation while others endure. My deﬁniintroduction
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tion of gender also presumes that historians must attend to male and female
experiences, to concepts of both masculinity and femininity, in order to
elucidate its meaning and change over time. Men’s and women’s lives cannot be understood in isolation from each other because they have lived
most often in societies and households composed of both sexes. Gender
deﬁnitions operate as interdependent binaries rather than distinct or autonomous notions. As a result, their nuances emerge most clearly in the
interaction between men and women or between symbolic representations of masculinity and femininity.23
For all its debts to previous scholars of women and gender, my work in
this book rubs against the grain of at least two tenets of existing historiography. One is the widespread impression of an essential discord between
women and corporate organization. Women’s work has been characterized as essentially informal and heavily inﬂuenced by family and reproductive functions and thus as incompatible with the formal training and
hierarchical career ladder enshrined in guild statutes. Moreover, historians
have often agreed that the consolidation of corporate control over urban
trades in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries led to women’s exclusion from skilled work. According to this argument, male guilds formed
one element of an unholy triumvirate whose two other branches were
encroaching centralized government and the patriarchal family, with the
church oﬀering its ideological blessing on them all. Over the early modern period, the argument goes, these forces colluded to submit women’s
lives to ever greater male control. Historians who have focused on latemedieval guilds, such as Martha Howell, Lyndal Roper, or Merry Wiesner,
have generally conﬁrmed a narrowing of women’s economic opportunities with the rise of the corporate system. Given these preconceptions,
studies of European women in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
have tended to turn away from the guilds, focusing instead on spheres of
activity coded as feminine and dominated by women, such as domestic
service, midwifery, wet-nursing, and prostitution.24
This study demonstrates, by contrast, that women could thrive in corporate organization and that authorities did not uniformly discriminate
against female labor. In contrast to the accepted narrative, the seamstresses
of France acquired new access to the guild system at the moment when
absolutizing power in France reached an apex under Louis XIV. In this
case, the centralizing and unifying tendencies of the royal state acted to
extend women’s economic and legal privileges, not to curtail them. Moreover, French women proved extremely willing and eager to proﬁt from
[ 10 ]
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their new corporate prerogatives. Over its history, more women joined the
seamstresses’ guild every year than any other male or female corporation;
the number of apprentices who began training every year also outstripped
male trades. Incorporation oﬀered mixed results to women—particularly
to those who could not or would not join the corporate sphere—but
clearly women had much greater access to formal structures of trade organization and training than previous studies have suggested.
The second issue I challenge in this book is the notion that modern
gender ideologies emerged in the late Old Regime as a result of Enlightenment philosophes and political criticism of the absolutist state. The idea
that the world is best explained and run according to binary distinctions
centered on an essentialized male-female opposition may indeed be a development of the late eighteenth century, but this book will argue that
a long history in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries paved
the way for that change. The seamstresses demonstrate very clearly that
cultural ideas about masculinity and femininity shaped a sexual division
of labor during the seventeenth century. A seamstress was a woman who
sewed clothing for other women and children, not merely one who sewed
for a living. Gender did not await the arrival of the Enlightenment or the
Revolution to manifest itself in the garment trades.
Indeed, I suggest in this study that seamstresses not only reﬂected existing ideas about gender, they were themselves important contributors to
changing gender ideologies. Their guild oﬀered a concrete and highly
visible symbol of the aﬃnity between women and needlework, transforming a customary aﬃliation into a set of state-sponsored legal privileges.
After 1675, the example of the guild encouraged a growing ‘‘feminization’’
of the garment trades, as new forms of commerce and craft were taken up
mostly by women, and men’s participation in needlework was increasingly
stigmatized as unnatural and undesirable. By the end of the eighteenth
century, partly through their example, needlework was hailed not as an
appropriate female trade but as a biologically innate feminine skill. Rousseau’s dogmatic proclamations would become the received wisdom of the
nineteenth century, as all sides agreed that women were naturally made
for sewing.
In addition to calling attention to sexual diﬀerence as a means of structuring work in the garment trades, seamstresses also played a central role
in disseminating the notion that fashion was a particularly feminine concern. Seventeenth-century observers criticized male fops almost as frequently as female fashion addicts, in a social and political context in which
introduction
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ostentatious dress could be equally important for men and women. The
link drawn between the female seamstresses and their female customers
encouraged the notion of a natural connection between women and
clothing that transcended the division between humble needleworker and
illustrious client. As abundant and cheap female labor streamed into the
seamstresses’ trade, women’s consumption of clothing quickly began to
outpace men’s, giving visible support to this idea. Women became privileged consumers of whimsy, caprice, and choice, all furnished by the many
hands of the seamstresses. By the end of the eighteenth century, therefore, the seamstresses’ labor had helped implant three interrelated notions
in French conceptions of gender: a sexual division of labor based on essentialized gender characteristics, an innate and exclusive connection between women and fashion, and an emphasis on learning and displaying
femininity through clothing and appearances.
Deﬁned by their own gender and that of their clients, the seamstresses’
trade also provides an important perspective on debates regarding the
origins of consumer culture in France.25 Daniel Roche has shown that a
‘‘clothing revolution’’ took place in eighteenth-century Paris as wardrobes
grew in size and value across a wide social spectrum, particularly among
women. According to Roche, the most important symbol of this revolution was the dress, which moved from being a noble women’s monopoly
in 1700 to become by 1789 a commonplace of all Parisian women’s wardrobes.26 A closer look at the garments produced by seamstresses reveals
that this development more likely took place between the 1670s and 1700,
suggesting that crucial changes in mentalities and attitudes may have occurred a century earlier than Roche and others have argued. More profoundly, the seamstresses also underline the constant interrelation between
production and consumption. The very deﬁnition of their trade identiﬁed
female producers of clothing with the female consumers who purchased
and wore it. An examination of the seamstresses’ trade therefore suggests
that evolving attitudes toward the material world, the self, and gender ideologies cannot be separated from evolving techniques of production, the
creation of corporate institutions regulating work, or the sexual division
of labor.
In a similar vein, a ﬁnal area of historiographical debate I address in
this book is the relationship between social and cultural history, a subject
of strong interest in both France and the United States in recent years.27
Joining scholars with similar ambitions, this study strives to overcome the
gap that has grown between the two ﬁelds, bringing together the meth[ 12 ]
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ods and problems of social history with the insight and innovation of the
new cultural history. To do so, I start with a close examination of seamstresses’ techniques of production and distribution—the manner by which
they made and sold dresses, skirts, and other female garments—and the
social relations that grew out of their labor. I discuss the hierarchy of work
within the trade and the characteristics of the female labor market, composed of thousands of women of varying backgrounds, competencies, and
ambitions. I also examine the process by which the guild reproduced itself,
through the apprenticeship of young girls and the recruitment of new
mistresses.
While viewing seamstresses as makers of goods and social relations, in
this study I also investigate the cultural meanings associated with them.
This eﬀort requires, ﬁrst of all, understanding and reconstructing as far
as possible the seamstresses’ cultural habitus. As we have learned, all historical subjects lived within cultures and apprehended ‘‘reality’’ through
culturally constructed ﬁlters. Culture limits, shapes, and ultimately makes
possible social actors’ conception of the world. Seamstresses thus drew
on and shared collective notions about women and femininity, appropriate female labor, honor, and family life. They formed their perceptions
of themselves, their trade, and guild identities from available ideas, which
were shaped by discourses constructed within unequal power relations. To
understand the seamstresses or other social groups, historians must situate
them within the context of their own cultures. In the absence of ﬁrstperson memoirs or journals, one way to approach this question is through
the signiﬁcance assigned to the couturière in contemporary almanacs, plays,
engravings, satirical literature, and in eighteenth-century debates about
fashion, femininity, and women’s work.
A second step in assessing seamstresses’ ‘‘cultural meaning,’’ however, is
to investigate needleworkers as creators of culture. This study begins with
the assumption that men and women create meaning, fabricate culture,
and produce signiﬁcance in the work they perform in their ateliers, and indeed in all the mundane gestures of their everyday lives. They are not only
subject to culture but are subjects of it, collectively producing and reproducing their worlds of meaning, of social relations, and of goods. This perspective informs my understanding of seamstresses’ inﬂuence on changing
perceptions of fashion and femininity. It also has important methodological implications. While insisting on connections between texts written by
seamstresses and broader debates about ‘‘femininity’’ or ‘‘women in the
public sphere,’’ I also view their documents as strategic statements aimed
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at achieving goals in speciﬁc situations of conﬂict or competition. An important element of my task has been to uncover and explain those goals
and the particular stakes attached to them. I have also tried to use archival
documents, in a sensitive and self-critical manner, as a means to access the
nuances of culture and social life that went without saying, that were expressed in gestures, looks, laughter, and the hard sweat of physical labor.
For these purposes, material culture and visual images oﬀer an intriguing alternative to written sources. The techniques employed for making a
dress—and the dress itself hanging in a museum vault—may say as much
about seamstresses as the legal briefs written by their lawyers. By taking
equally seriously the problems posed by social and cultural history, and informing them with a strong interest in material culture, I oﬀer one attempt
at synthesis between the two ﬁelds.
My work in this volume is based on archival research in Paris and two
French provinces. In order to address the seamstresses in the broadest possible perspective, I oﬀer a limited geographic comparison. To be sure, Paris
dominates this book in many ways. The ideological and practical importance of the Parisian guilds—not to mention the abundance of source material on them—argued for a primary focus on the capital city. However,
I also devote signiﬁcant attention to the cities of Aix-en-Provence and
Marseilles in Provence and Caen in Normandy. These cities straddled the
imaginary line that divided southern and northern France into two distinct cultural, legal, and even linguistic zones, with very diﬀerent histories
of corporate organization. Provincial examples help illuminate the speciﬁcity of the Parisian experience and underline the way in which seamstresses evolved in similar ways in very diﬀerent regions.
The sources for this study consist of notarial, police, and government
documents as well as engravings and printed materials. Notarized contracts oﬀered perhaps the most important source of information. In Paris,
archives of the notarial oﬃce (étude) that served the guild for much of the
period constituted a crucial set of documents. These include minutes from
the guild’s assembly meetings, spanning ﬁfty years of the eighteenth century. Given the destruction of the Parisian guilds’ archives in the 1871 Hôtel
de Ville ﬁre, to my knowledge this study is the ﬁrst to make use of assembly minutes from a Parisian guild. Although the notarial ﬁlter eliminates
the seamstresses’ actual voices, these minutes oﬀered valuable insight into
the guild’s internal administration and its interaction with the royal government. They stand in sharp contrast to the loquacious minutes from the
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Aix tailors’ guild assembly, which exist for a 120-year period in the city’s
communal archives.28
The guild’s notary also preserved a large number of seamstresses’ apprenticeship contracts, including over four hundred from the year 1716 as
well as scattered samples from the 1710s to the 1740s. I supplemented this
group with a sample of apprenticeship contracts encompassing all Parisian
notaries from the years 1751 and 1761, generating a total of approximately
eight hundred contracts. These documents allowed me to investigate practices of apprenticeship and to reconstruct the socioeconomic characteristics of the trade, based on their information regarding apprentices’ geographic origins and fathers’ professions as well as mistresses’ addresses and
marital status. A group of seventeenth-century apprenticeship contracts
helped clarify the nature of the seamstresses’ trade prior to the guild’s creation in 1675.
Outside of guild-related documents, notarial contracts provided vital
information about seamstresses at two major life events: marriage and
death. Marriage contracts included important details about seamstresses
and their families, including their fathers’ and their grooms’ names and
professions, brides’ and grooms’ geographic origins, and the fortunes each
partner brought to marriage. This information called for cautious interpretation, because marriage negotiations are not conducive to honesty or
transparency. Nevertheless, the contracts oﬀered important insight into
marriage strategies among seamstresses and their grooms, including the
role of female guild membership in creating matrimonial alliances.
If marriage contracts revealed seamstresses as they established families,
probate inventories listed the objects and individuals present in their apartments when they died. The inventories thus provided a summary of the
seamstresses’ lives, albeit at moments of illness or old age. They allow the
historian to glimpse the interior of their homes, meet their family members, and delve into their commercial and personal aﬀairs. The professional
gaze of the notary, with its lacunae and distortions, imposes limitations
on this glimpse, yet it is extremely valuable nonetheless. The inventories showed me seamstresses’ workshops, tools, and something about the
kind of garments they made. They also revealed the composition of seamstresses’ households and their employment of workers. Personal papers
provided information about clients and income, while clothing, books,
and engravings indicate cultural preoccupations. Calculating seamstresses’
fortunes from these documents was an extremely risky business; however,
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the rarity of information regarding working women’s fortunes made the
risk worthwhile.
Police documents provided a second set of crucial sources. Many of
these documents emanated from the oﬃce of the king’s procurator at the
Châtelet of Paris. After 1658, this royal oﬃcial held jurisdiction over the
Parisian guilds, including the responsibility for receiving oaths of loyalty
from all new guild members. Records from the procurator’s oﬃce named
the men and women accepted to the Parisian guilds from 1735 to 1791 and
their path of entry. This source permitted me to draw conclusions about
patterns of trade transmission as well as the accessibility of the seamstresses’
and tailors’ guilds over time. The king’s procurator at Châtelet also acted as
magistrate for guild aﬀairs. From the late seventeenth century to the end
of the Old Regime, guild leaders brought oﬀenders before his court for
judgment, testifying to the corporation’s role in policing its own members
along with outsiders who illegally practiced the trade.
Neighborhood police commissaires oﬀered another vital source of information. In their districts, the police commissaires ﬁlled the joint functions
of police oﬃcer, ombudsman, and magistrate. Their records illustrated the
daily life of the trades, including conﬂicts among mistresses, workers, and
apprentices. Seamstresses shared the common tragedies of working men
and women: they quarreled with their neighbors and spouses; they were
robbed; they stole; they committed suicide; and they died suddenly in
extreme poverty. Police records also highlighted the prevalence of sexually related diﬃculties. Seamstresses experienced sexual harassment in the
workshop; they were seduced and impregnated by ﬁckle lovers. When
misery—or temptation—pushed them to it, they joined the swelling ranks
of prostitutes.29
Another important group of sources came from the royal government
itself, including royal edicts, tax records, surveys, and other documents.
This material contained valuable information about the guilds, including their size, assets, and the ﬁscal contributions they made to the crown.
Given the nature of the sources, they also provided crucial insight into
the interaction between guild and royal government. Audits conducted
by a royal commission created to liquidate guild debts constituted another
major source for this investigation. These audits oﬀered a wealth of ﬁnancial information about the seamstresses’ guild and documented the extent
of royal control over corporate administration.
A variety of diﬀerent sources supplied information about the ways
seamstresses actually made and sold garments, and the way their labor was
[ 16 ]
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perceived by contemporaries. Bankruptcy records contained precious detail about the daily practice of the trade, including the purchase of supplies, cycles of production, and relationships between seamstresses and
their clients. Contemporary technical literature, such as François de Garsault’s 1769 L’Art du tailleur, the Encyclopédie, and the Encyclopédie méthodique,
also helped me understand the diﬀerent types of garments manufactured
and the precise steps followed to produce them. Published almanacs listed
the most famous members of the garment trades, sometimes indicating
the particular specialties for which they were known. Social commentators like Louis-Sébastien Mercier or Nicolas-Edmé Restif de la Bretonne,
as well as philosophers and medical writers, all conveyed vivid impressions
of the cultural and social weight of clothing in Old Regime France and the
place that garment trades occupied in discourses about the female body,
fashion, and appearances.
In the realm of nondiscursive sources, contemporary engravings furnished precious images of the division of space in artisanal workshops and
the tools and gestures employed by men and women at work, ﬁltered,
of course, through the artists’ perceptions and biases. Surviving garments
held in museum collections, kindly explicated by museum curators, did
much to kindle my imagination and make concrete what might have been
far too abstract. These dresses, corsets, hoopskirts, petticoats, and jackets
oﬀered poignant testimony to the many hours of painstaking labor furnished by individual seamstresses. Close examination of them aided me a
great deal in understanding how seamstresses worked.
The nine chapters of this book are divided into three parts. The ﬁrst
part, ‘‘Making the Goods,’’ focuses on the seamstresses as producers of
clothing by examining the types of garments they made, the composition
of the workforce that made them, and the concrete techniques they employed to do so. The ﬁrst chapter investigates the evolution of women’s
clothing from the late seventeenth to the eighteenth century, relating
changing styles of fashion to discourses about fashion and femininity and
the vicissitudes of the garment trades over the same period. This chapter
draws a strong connection between the rise in women’s consumption of
clothing over the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and the seamstresses’ organization and success as a guild. Chapter 2 explores diﬀerent
forms of specialization in the trade, vertical hierarchies dividing success
and failure, and the seamstresses’ labor market. This chapter emphasizes the
diversity of the trade population, the informal nature of hiring processes,
and the cyclical problems of unemployment. Finally, Chapter 3 focuses on
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seamstresses’ and tailors’ techniques of production and distribution. It examines the tools they used, the division of labor in the workshop, their
interaction with clients and credit systems, and the steps they followed to
produce dresses, skirts, and corsets.
The second part, ‘‘Making the Guild,’’ addresses the institutional organization of the seamstresses’ trade in Paris, Normandy, and Provence. Chapter 4 is an investigation of the origins of the Parisian seamstresses’ guild in
1675 and the process by which provincial seamstresses attained membership in provincial tailors’ guilds. In order to clarify the signiﬁcance of these
events, I place the seamstresses within the context of the broader principles underlying the guild system as well as the evolving attitudes of the
royal government toward corporate structures and the possibility of incorporating women’s labor. Chapter 5 explores the conﬂict between seamstresses’ new guild privileges and the preexisting prerogatives of master
tailors and their female relatives in the cities of Paris, Caen, and Marseilles.
Drawing on these disputes, I reveal the consequences of women’s inclusion in guilds both for their own legal and social identities as well as for
the men and women who had belonged to the guild system before them.
Chapter 6 focuses on the administration of the Parisian seamstresses’ guild
during the eighteenth century. In it I analyze the composition and recruitment of the guild elite and assess the extent to which the closed circle of
corporate leaders was able to intervene in the trade. I also provide a close
examination of the relationship between the royal government and the
guild in order to assess royal control over this female corporation and over
the guilds in general.
The ﬁnal part, ‘‘Making the Mistresses,’’ turns to an examination of the
trade population itself and the lives of the women who composed it. Chapter 7 examines the production and reproduction of the trade through a
study of guild admissions and apprenticeship. In this chapter I document
the overwhelming demand for access to the trade and the gender-speciﬁc
patterns of trade transmission that existed among tailors and seamstresses.
Chapter 8 sketches a portrait of family life and marriage patterns among
seamstresses. I ﬁnd that trade qualiﬁcations featured prominently in matrimonial and life strategies and enabled a substantial group of women to survive outside of marriage. This chapter also explores seamstresses’ lifestyles,
examining their cultural interests, wardrobes, and widely varying levels of
fortune. As I make clear, their private and professional lives were virtually
inseparable because they lived and worked in the same space, often with
the same people.
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The ﬁnal chapter of the book takes the seamstresses’ story through the
French Revolution and to the turn of the twentieth century, seeking to
explain continuity and change in the trade after the fall of the Old Regime.
With the rise of mass production in ready-to-wear clothing and the accompanying processes of consolidation and proletarianization, the garment trades underwent fundamental change. Nonetheless, certain aspects
of production persisted. This was particularly true of forms of specialization and the fact that workers felt loyal toward their trade aﬃliations,
rather than to their gender or class as a whole. Professional association also
recurred among seamstresses, but this must be read as a result of the Old
Regime feminization of the garment trades, rather than a direct product
of corporate experience. The strongest legacy eighteenth-century seamstresses oﬀered their successors was the conceptual association of femininity with needlework and fashion, an ambivalent inheritance that we
continue to share today.
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